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INTRODUCTION 
In a recently published paper [l], the concept of complex cubic spline 
on a rectifiable Jordan curve was discussed together with the corresponding 
extension to the associated analytic spline. We introduce here complex 
polynomial splines which represent, simultaneously, extensions of complex 
cubic splines and of periodic (real) polynomial splines [2, 31. 
This generalization, together with the modifications in the methods of 
analysis which it necessitates, leads to new properties and serves to shed 
more light upon the structure of the spline itself. We discuss complex 
polynomial splines with some of their elementary properties, the associated 
analytic splines in various representations. We then examine in particular 
multiple interpolation at a point by analytic splines. In this regard, we both 
develop and extend some previously announced results [4]. 
DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES. Let I’ be a Jordan curve in 
the complex plane with interior R, and let the points ti , t, ,..., tnr be located 
on r in counter-clockwise order, forming a mesh A. Denote by rj the arc 
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of r extending from tj-r to tj (to is to be identified with tN). By a complex 
polynomial spline of degree n on P associated with d (i.e., having knots 
at tj , j = 1, 2 ,..., N) is meant a function qd(t) in P-l(r) such that qA(t) 
coincides on each rj with a polynomial of degree n. 
Denote by qj(t) the polynomial on Fj with which PA(t) coincides. Let 
47’ (j = 1, 2 ,..., N; K = 0, l,..., n) represent qy)(tj). Then on l’i 
*:"-l(t) = ,(i"-1) !I!$ 3 +@-l'+, 
I 
where hj = tj - tieI . Define 
uj = !A- - !dz*) ) 
4 
7j = uj+l - oj . 
We have from (2) 
and 
Inasmuch as 
we find that 
It may be shown, moreover, that 
il rAk = O (h = 0, 1, 2 )...) n). 





q?-1 (t) = q;yTl’ + c$t - tiwl) 
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and integrate repeatedly. Then set t = tj . We obtain 
qy-1’ - q:n_;l’ = uihi 
qy-2’ _ qCs;2’ = q:“yl’hj + u !$ 
. . . 
h2 q!k) _ q’T = qW;l’h, + q(.“_‘“’ L 
3 3 1 3 11 2! 
11 k-1 
+ *** + !?c;n_;l’ (n “ii _ I)! + uj 
nk 
(nhL--k)! * @) 
Multiply the left- and right-hand members of these equations by 
(-l)n-‘--l p-k (-1)-k-2 
(n - k)! f ’ (# - k - l)! tT-k-l- 5 ) 
respectively, add, and sum over j. Note that 
5: Mm’ - q;T;)ty-k+l = -c qi_m:( t;1-k+,+1 - t;n_;k+l), 
and that tjel = t, - h, . There results 
g I(-l)R-“qy 
tj”-‘” - (tj - hj)n-k 
(n - k)! 
+ (-1),-k-l qff&2’ 
t;-k-l - (tj - h,)“-k-1 
(n - k - l)! 
+ .a- - qF,[t, - (ti - hJ]l 
= il 1(-l)“-“+’ (n - ;+ l)! 
x [&z-k+1 - (ti - hj)n-k+l + (-l)n-k+l h;-k+l] 
Thus 
h-1) 
+ (-1)n-k (,9’_“k)! [y-k - (tj - h,,,-k + (- I)n-k h;-“1 
+ .-a - q;‘c_:[tj - (ti - hr) - h,]/. 
= - ,i ‘;yy u,(t;-k+l - t;:f+k”). (7) 
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The left-hand member of (7) is by (6) seen to be equal to 
By rearrangement of the right-hand side of (7), we obtain 
5 Tjtjk = 0, k z 0, l,..., TL 
i=l 
We have derived the conditions (8) upon the assumption that a polynomial 
spline on d exists and that the quantities 7i are jumps in the tih derivative 
at the mesh points, or knots, t5 (i = 1,2 ,..., IV). Conversely, if rr ,..., rN 
are any N quantities satisfying the 71 + 1 relations (8) (N > 71 + l), then 
there exists a spline associated with the quantities 7i , having N - a - 1 
degrees of freedom remaining among the T~‘s. Thus we are led to the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and su.cient condition that ~~ , r2 ,..., fN be the 
n-th derivative jumps of a spline of degree n (N > n + 1) on mesh A is that 
jt Gk = 0, k = 0, l,..., n. 
An obvious rearrangement of terms yields the corollary. 
COROLLARY. For arbitrary complex z, the necessary and sz@cient conditions 
on 7j may be replaced by 
9g Ti(tj - z)” = 0 (k = 0, l,..., n). (9) 
THE ANALYTIC SPLINE. Next we define in the region A the analytic 
spline SA(z) associated with the complex polynomial spline qd(t) on I’. 
For this purpose we assume that r is rectifiable. Then for z in R, 
We write, for t on r, , 
q,(t) = qiSl + q;Jt - tlwl) + 0.. + qE;l) tt - hY + Uj tt -n+lp . 
n - I)! 
. (11) 
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Consider the term 
which contributes to (10) the summand 
1 qp1 
G -jg- r, tt - 4 J I 
k-l + (f) (t - z)““(z - tgsl) 
+ G) Q - x)““(z - t&2 + f.. 




(t. - z)” - (tidl - x)” 3 
k 
+(1) 
k (t3 - dk-l - 03-l - zlk-l (x _ t3-1) + ... 
k-l 
+ (k ” 1) 
tt3 - z> - k-1 - ‘d @ _ t3-l)“-” 
1 
+ (z - tj-1)” log E/ 
I1 
1 qpl (t. - z)” - (tg - z)” 
I 
3 
=2ni k! k 








9 ([hj - (tj - x)]“-ytj - z) + (-l)ytjml - z)“) 
+ (z - t&k log s 
31 1 
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x z-k-1 +K--2-“’ 
(k k 3) 
X ~- 
3 
+ . . . 
+ kj(tj - i?i)‘-l 
+ (-l)k-2 
tk ” l,(:: 1 :i 
1 + (2 - t$J” log += . 3-l - 2 
Set 
E=Lik k k! [ 0 1 +k-2 k -- 0 + 0.. k 0 2 + (-I)“-’ tk “_ l)]. 
Then the summand above is equal to 
& C!;!t; jE& - z)” - (tip1 - z)“] + E 1 (k?;)! @j - z> 
k 2 
+ Ez (k’!& (tj - z)” + *” + E,-,hj(tj - .)I;- 
1 tj - z 
+ 2 (z - 4-l>” log tj-l _ z - 
Similarly, uj(t - t+#/n! contributes to (10) the summand 
& oj [E& - Z)n - (tj-, - Z>n] + s!$ (nkr;)! (ti - z) + ... 
+ E&i& - z)n-l + + (z - tieI>” log B--“/a 
3-l - 2 
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Thus the integral in (10) may be written as 
(12) 
The first term may be written as 
& $ qj(2) log + , 
3=1 3-1-x 
while the second term becomes, with changing the order of summation, 
- &y Ek 5 [q:) - qpl](tj - x)” - &E, 5 (aj - uiJtj - x)“, 
k=l i-1 j=l 
which by (9) is equal to 
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The third term in (12) is equal to 
Adding this to (13) g ives zero. We have thus proved the following theorem 
THEOREM 2. Let r be a rectijable Jordan curve, the mesh A : tl , t, ,..., t, 
arranged on r in counterclockwise order, qb(t) a polynomial spline on I’ of 
degree n, coincident on rj with the polynomial qj(t). Then the corresponding 
analytic spline (10) is given by 
S,(Z) = & t qj(Z) log s a 
+=I 31 
(14) 
An alternative form of (14) is of particular interest. Rearranging the sum 
we obtain 
&I(4 = - & i klj+1(z) - 4dz11 lo&G - z) + ql(z)* (15) 
It is necessary to specify the branch of the logarithm appearing in (12) 
and now in (15). In (12), we can choose the branch such that 
when z = (tj + tj-l)/Z. Next choose a z, in R and a t, such that t, - x0 
is real and positive. Choose the branch of log(t, - z,,) such that for z, in 
this position, log(t, - z,,) is real. Now let t move along r counterclockwise 
from t, to tN , let log(t - z,,) be a continuous deformation of the branch 
of log(t, - z,,) chosen, and require log(t,+, - ~a),..., log(t, - z,,) to coincide 
with log(t - z,,) when t is at tp+l ,..., tN . Similarly specify the branches of 
log@,-, - x0),..., log(t, - zO) by letting t move clockwise from t, to tl 
along r. The branch of log(t, - ZJ resulting from this choice gives 
t1 - zo log--- = 
tN - x~ 
ri + 27ri 
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when x,, = (tr + tN)/2. This is compensated for by the last term in (15). 
If we let x be arbitrary in R, we can continue log(t - z,,) to z along any 
Jordan arc y in R. Since t is a point on r the continuation is independent 
of the particular choice of y. 
With reference to (11) we now write 
(x - tj>“-1 
4j+1(4 = qj + !I’,@ - tj) + -*- + Py’ (n _ 1)’ + uj+1 





: qj + q;(z - tj) + . . . + qy-l) (z - W’ 
(n-1)! +“j(ai!tj)ny 
Qj+l(X) - qj(X) = Tj (’ ,I ti)” * (17) 
(18) 
Further, in view of (9) we have 
N 
Sp)(,) = 2 C Tj lOg(tj - Z) + q?)(Z), 
3=1 
(1% 
(k-n-l)! N Sf)(x) = 2rri E (t3 :;)AM ’ K 2 n + 1. 
The equation associated with k = n + 1 in (19) bears a direct relationship 
to the Runge theorem on approximation by rational functions with prescribed 
poles on r. This has been explored in the case of the complex cubic spline [I]. 
In what follows we shall refer to S&z), which is associated with a 
polynomial spline of degree n on T’, as an analytic spline of degree n interior 
to 7i-. 
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Given a rectifiable Jordan curve I’, a mesh A : t, , t, ,..., t, on r and a 
point z0 interior to r, we shall determine the associated analytic spline 
S,(z) of degree n (n < N - 1) such that S”)(z,) (K = 0, l,..., N - 1) takes 
on the prescribed value A, . We solve for the N quantities TV using the n + 1 
equations (9) together with the N - 12 - 1 equations obtained from (19): 
(kA-ti;)! 
The resulting system is written 
(k = 1, 2 ,..., N - n - 1). 
(5 -;w (42 -;xo,-l .-* (trv Lo)-1 I Tl(4 - x0> T&2 -ZoY 
(tl -‘x0)-n (ts -:x0)-= . . . (tNixo)-n : x) Tn+1 n+1 - 0 
(tl - ?)-n--l (t2 - x0)-~-l *** (tN - x0)+--l ,+,lr,,, - x0”) 




where the relationship of the coefficient matrix to the Vandermonde matrix 
is evident. Define 
N 




Then, differentiating with respect to x0 gives 
$(x0) = [sum of products of (z, - tk), k # j, taken N - 2 
at a time], 
4 so = [sum of products of (a, - tk), k # j, taken N - 3 
at a time], 
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(N 12)! s:N-2Y20) = [ sum of products of (z,, - tx), k # j, taken 1 at a time], 
(N : I)! s:N-lY~J = 1. 
The inverse of the coefficient matrix in (20) is 
(t1 - qJN--‘/s&) (t1 - 2JN-l s,w-2)(2,)/(N - 2)! s1(t1) 
*** 
(t2 - %>N-1/~2(f2) 
(t1 - zolN-l %(~OY%Pl) 
N (t2 - 20) - l s;N-2’(20)/(N - 2)! s,(t,) 
-** . @2 - 20,“’ s2c%Y~z(t2) 
(tpq - 2JN”/SN(t~) (tN - 20)~~’ S$+-2’(2J/(N - 2). SN(~N) ‘I 
‘*’ ttN - zojN--l sN(20)/sN(tN>- 
(24 
for if we multiply (22) on the right by the coefficient matrix in (20), we 
obtain for the element in the jth row and kth column 
sjN-2’(20) 
+ (N - 2)! ttk - 20)N-1 + (h - l)! s(N-l)(zo) (tk - a,)~-11 -& 
tj - ZO = 
tk - 20 
N-‘Sjo = 6. 
Sj(Q 3k * 
It follows, if N > tl + 2, that for j - 1,2 ,..., N we have 
Tj(tj - Zg)n = 
27Ti(tj - ZO)“-’ A,+1 Sy*-“‘(Zo) 
sdtd O! I (N - n - 2)! 
+ . . . 
+ (N 2-L ‘4! + ’ I (23) 
If N = n + 1, or = r2 = ... = 7N = 0. In order to complete the definition 
of S,(z), it is necessary to determine the polynomial ql(z). If N = n + 1 
(and also if N < tl + 1 and Am+1 = A,+2 = --- = A,, = 0, since here 
again 7r = 72 = *a* = q,, = 0), we have 
q,(s) = A, + A,(2 - 5) + ... + $ (2 - z~)% = $42). 
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If N > n + 1, then the quantities q:k’(z,) (k = 0, 1, Z,..., n) are determined 
by (18) and the first n equations of (19) by setting z = x,, : 
A, = @)(z,) = (-:,;*+’ 2 q(tj - z)“-” lo& - zo) + qp’(zo). 
(24) 
Of course, we may also have the formula 
S&z) = f + A& - zO)= 
p=o . 
+ ,=f+l jj (x - 4= (p -227 l)! g pi -&n 9 (25) 
as an alternative to (18). We have then the following theorem: 
THEORJZM 3. Let r be a rectiJable Jordan curve and A : t, , t, ,..., t, be a 
mesh on IT Let qd(z) be a complex spline of degree n on I’ (n < N - 1) associated 
with mesh A, and let S,(z) be the corresponding analytic spline defined within r. 
If the quuntities A, (k = 0, I,..., N - 1) are prescribed and z, is a point 
interior to C, then the analytic spline S’,(z) for which 
&‘(z ) 0 = A k (k = 0, l,..., N - 1) 
exists and is unique. 
We note that if the A, (k = 0, l,..., N - 1) are the values of the 
derivatives of a function f (z) at z. , A, = f (“)(zo), then (23) may be written as 
If N < n + 1, the Eqs. (20) lead to or = 72 = *.* = TV = 0. In this case 
the spline exists, is a polynomial with N constraints on its n + 1 coefficients, 
and so is not unique. 
UNIFORM MESH ON THE UNIT CIRCLE. For the special case in which r 
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and 
Sj(0) = y-1, 
((0) = q-2, 
. . . 
p--n--2)(()) 
(N’- * - q = T+l, 
tN-l 
%Gd = g t = NtjN-? I 3 
(28) 
(29) 
When Ah = f(“)(O), Eq. (23) becomes 
277it~+’ 
Ti = N+-1 I 
f’“+l’(o) t’l+l + f’“‘“‘(0) tn+2 
O! 3 l! j 
f (N-l)(O) 
+ **. + (N _ n _ 2)1 q-1 1 
= g tjp@+ytj), (30) 
where 
p(z) = f(0) +f’(o) z + **a + &y’l;i x-1. (31) 
Assume now that f(z) is analytic at z = 0. Require N > n + 1. We 
have already indicated that if f(x) is a polynomial of degree <n, then 
S&l = 41@) -=fc+ 
In general, if we expand f( z in a Taylor series about z = 0, so that ) 
with A, =f(“)(O) we have 
f(4 = f A#, 
p=o 
then by (25) and (30) we have 
A 
+ l! -J 
n+2t,+2 . . . 
+ (N $: 2)! ?-’ 
+(2N+*-n--)!z2N+~+...]m 
(2N + PI! (32) 
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Differentiation (a + I) times and noting that & tjk = N for k a multiple 
of N, zero otherwise, gives 
and repeated integration then yields 
For purposes of reference we also exhibit the polynomial ql(x). We have 
from (19), for k = 0, 1 ,..., n, the relations 
f’k’(()) = &k”‘(O) = (-:,;;-k ,;i (y)! 2g . g! 
. fqy!3 tj + f’“‘“‘(O) $2 + . . . 
l! 
+ (Nf~~)(o)2)! j W-l\ + q;‘(o). 
Since EyEI jtjk = x:-r j&j = NW” /(w”- l)for 1 <ck < N- 1,thisgives 
(- 1)n-k 2ni f’““‘(0) 
I 
Wn-k+l 
Ol u”-k+l _ 1 
if N > n + 1; if N = n + 1, the first term in braces is replaced for k = 0 
by f (n+l)(O) (N + 1)/2 while other terms remain unchanged. Thus 
Let now f(z) be analytic in 1 .a / < Y < 1 but not throughout 1 z j < Y* 
for any r* > r. We may write in 1 z 1 < r 
k=O 
4=‘9/27/2-4 
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In 1 x 1 < r, set 
%+1(4 = fc4 - i QkZk- 
k=O 
Then by (33) 
and 
CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES IN THE UNIT CIRCLE. It is possible now to 
present convergence properties of these analytic splines tof(z). Let A, be a 
mesh of Nk equispaced points on 
IxI= 1, A, = {t,,, 3 tk,Z P*--P tk.Nkh tk,j = expE2rrijlW 
and Nk, > Nk when k’ > 12. The analytic spline SA,(z) has the origin as 
an N,-fold point of interpolation tof(x). For 1 z 1 < I, 
f’“+1’(2) - Sg+qx) = ~f”+qz) + +& @yp(x), 
For 1 z 1 < r’ < r, If(n+l)(x)l has a bound 
l.f’“+1’(41 < Wr’), 
and we have on 
large 
1 z I < r’ for arbitrary 6, 0 < E < T, and all Nk sufficiently 
T---E 
NOW by Stirling’s formula 
(Nk -Ni!- 1). , d N,“+V + O(l)), 
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when iVk is suiKciently large. Thus for 1 z / < Y’, arbitrary E < Y - Y’, 
arbitrary b with Y’/(Y - l ) < b < 1, and iVk sufficiently large we have 
If (n+1) - %+%)I < 1 _ ;y,)Nk [(Y’)N” M(Y’) + b”k]. 
From the arbitrary character of E and b we now obtain 
lig:zp [max 1 f (n+*)(z) - Se)(z)I, 1 z / d Y’]l’Nk < r‘/Y. 
The inequality is eliminated since the degree of convergence Y’/Y is optimal [5]. 
The companion relation on the sequence (S,,(z)} itself is an immediate 
consequence of (35): for Y < t‘ < 1 we see that 
and this is again optimal. Thus we have proved 
THEOREM 4. Let f(z) be ancu’ytic in j z 1 < Y < 1. Let {dk} be a sequence of 
meshes on I z / = 1 with A, = it,,, , t,,, ,..., t,,,k}, t,,j = exp[2nijlNk], and 
Nkj > Nk when k’ > k. Then for r’ < Y, 
liK:zp [max 1 f (n+l)(z) - Sy)(x) I, / z 1 = i]l’Nk = r’/r. (37) 
FOTY <Y’ < 1, 
liE:zp [max I Sy’(z)I, I x j < r’]l’Nk = Y//Y. (38) 
Integration n + 1 times and using the interpolation property, 
gives 
&qO) = f(,)(O), p = 0, l,..., n, 
THEOREM 5. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, for I’ < Y and arbitrary 
positive E < Y - Y’, we have 
[max /f’“‘(z) - Sk’(z)I, 1 z j < r’] < const. (--&-) Nk(Yt)n+l-D, (39) 
and for Y < Y’ < 1 and arbitrary E > 0 , 
[max 1 Sz’(z)j, I z 1 < r’] < const. m r +‘I Nk . ylnfl--o~ Y v-3 
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The above results are characteristic of approximation by varies types of 
extremal polynomials and rational functions. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS. In our earlier paper [I] on complex cubic 
splines, we explored problems of convergence, both of complex cubic 
splines interpolating on the boundary of a region and of associated analytic 
cubic splines in the closed interior of the region. In the present paper the 
convergence results on polynomial splines have been restricted to those 
which are associated with uniform meshes on the unit circle and multiple 
interpolation at the origin. In forthcoming papers we study in detail the 
relations between these two types of interpolating polynomial splines, for 
the unit circle and for more general regions. 
It is also now clear, from the proof of Theorem 5, that like many extremal 
types of approximating functions, analytic splines of multiple interpolation 
at a point are incisive enough in their approximation to permit determination 
of structural properties of the analytic function being approximated. This 
intimate relationship is explored in detail in subsequent papers. 
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